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Mathematical model for assessment of voltage disturbing 
sources in networks with distributed power generation 

 
 

Abstract. The assessment of voltage disturbing emission sources still lacks adequate models for customer side incorporating mixed loads 
and distributed power generation. The paper proposes a solution for this challenging task. It includes the determination of topology and 
parameters of equivalent circuits representing customers’ installations with local power sources in three- and four-wire networks. The 
equivalent circuits are developed on the basis of two-staged transformation, meet requirements of IEC 61000-4-30 and can be used for the 
on-line assessment of the emission sources of linear voltage disturbances. 
 
Streszczenie. W artykule zaproponowano rozwiązanie problemu konkurujących zadań w sieci zawierającej różne obciążenia I rozproszone 
generatiry. Określono topologię I parametry obwodów zastępczych reprezentujących instalacje klientów w sieci trzy- I czteroprzewodowej. 
Schematy zastępcze okręslono na bazie dwustopniowej transformacji z uwzględnieniem normy IEC 61000-4-30. Pozwoliło to na okręślanie 
on-line źródeł emisji zakłóceń. Model matematyczny do określania napię1)ciowych źródeł zakłóceń w sieci z rozproszoną generacją 
 
Keywords: customer installation, distributed generation, equivalent circuit, point of evaluation, voltage disturbance, voltage unbalance. 
Słowa kluczowe: customer installation, distributed generation, equivalent circuit, point of evaluation, voltage disturbance, voltage 
unbalance. 
 
 

Introduction 
Among other challenging topical problems in modern 

electrical power systems, there are the identification of 
disturbing sources (DSs) in network and assessment of 
their contributions into power quality (PQ) deterioration at a 
point of evaluation (POE). The proliferation of renewable 
energy sources like PV panels and wind generators in 
electrical systems is transforming centralized power supply 
systems (PSSs) into those with distributed generation (DG) 
and increasing importance of PQ problems. There are still 
no enough good methods for modelling customers’ 
installations especially those incorporating generating units. 

This paper considers how to identify DSs in such 
installations and assess their impact on PQ at a random 
POE that is usually some point of common coupling (PCC). 
The presented study offers DS topologies and the 
procedure for defining the parameters of a DS equivalent 
circuit on the basis of standard measurements [1]. 

There are presently a lot of methods proposed to find a 
solution for the problem. The contemporary methods used 
to identify and assess impact of voltage disturbing sources 
on PQ at a POE are shortly described below. A more 
comprehensive review can be found in [2-5]. 

The list of used abbreviations is provided at the end of 
the paper. 
 
Review of existing methods 

The models based on single-line Thevenin or Norton 
equivalent circuits (Fig. 1) are the prevailing ones [3-12]. Both a 
customer’s installation (CI) and an upstream power system 
(PS) are represented as a voltage source in series with 
impedance for each sequence q and harmonic. Such an 
assessment of disturbing sources is simple, but it is applicable 
only for the case with a single POE, a single CI and a single 
dominating DS on either utility or consumer’s side. Another 
disadvantage explained below is a need to have an equivalent 
circuit for each symmetrical component. 

There are also some methodological problems related to 
the evaluation of negative and zero sequence impedances and 
EMFs [13]. They are caused by the fact that there is only one 
equation linking the POE current Iq and voltage Uq measured at 

a POE with the EMF CI
qE and impedance CI

qZ  of the CI 

equivalent circuit: 

(1)          CI CI
q q qqU I Z E   . 

The impedances of an equivalent circuit (Fig. 1) can be 
found by means of the increments of the currents and 
voltages measured at a POE ΔUq/ΔIq [7-9, 13, 14], where q 
is the sequence index. The method is valid if only one of 
impedances varies. 
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Fig. 1. Thevenin’s equivalent circuits of PSS 
 

In addition, the standard PQ measurements require time 
interval of 10 cycles of industrial frequency for each single 
measurement [1]. It is practically impossible to define the 
parameters of the equivalent circuit in Fig. 1 in accordance 
with this requirement. 

The methods based on disturbing power flows use 
Thevenin and Norton models for identification of a DS [8, 15-
21]. Some researchers offer to use only negative reactive 
power flows [20-21], others demonstrated that correctness of 
the use of reactive or active power flow sign depends on the 
nature of load and dominating immittance [10]. The main 
disadvantage of the method reported already in 1992 [15] 
that it leads to misleading results under capacitive load phase 
angles [6, 10, 15, 22, 23]. These methods cannot be used for 
assessment of disturbing emissions and their contributions 
into PQ deterioration at a chosen POE. They can only identify 
on which side prevailing disturbing source is located.  

The method of switching the consumer’s installation is 
widely known [4, 24] and even recommended by CIGRE. The 
method evaluates the contribution of a CI into PQ 
deterioration by means of measurements performed with the 
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connected and disconnected installation 

(2) PQCload = PQPon – PQPoff, 
where PQC is the CI contribution to the PQ level, PQPon/off is 
the evaluating PQ parameter measured at a POE with 
connected/disconnected consumer respectively.  

This invasive method is quite simple, but it can generally be 
implemented to commissioning installations and cannot be 
used for disturbing emission identification or assessment in 
continuously operating installations. 

The method of transformation of actual 3-phase 
immittance matrices of power supply system into positive 
and negative sequence immittance matrices [24, 25]. The 
solution ignores zero sequence components and implies 
some other simplifications. It is mainly intended to assess 
impact of network asymmetry on voltage unbalance. 

In conclusion, it should be said that the problem of the 
identification and assessment of disturbing emissions has 
still no common solution applicable for an on-line monitoring 
system. 

 

Major problem with mixed load model 
The majority of methods mentioned above use 

symmetrical components applied to Thevenin and Norton 
equivalent circuits in order to analyze voltage unbalance 
(VU). Unfortunately, the direct transformation from three-
phase coordinates into symmetrical components leads to 
insuperable difficulties with the evaluation of the customer’s 
installation equivalent circuit parameters. It can be explained 
considering evaluation of mixed load (ML) parameters on the 
basis of measured currents and voltages. 

The generalized model of a load (Fig. 2a) being 
transformed into symmetrical components becomes 
Thevenin equivalent circuits for positive, negative and zero 
sequences (Fig. 2b). The state of Thevenin circuits can be 
described with a set of equations: 

 

(3) 
1 1 11

2 2 22

0 0 00

;

;

,

U E I Z

U E I Z

U E I Z

   


  
   

 

 

where Uq, q = 0, 1, 2, are the qth sequence voltages obtained 
from the measured voltages UA, UB, UC; Iq are the qth 
sequence currents obtained from the measured currents IA, 
IB, IC; Eq are the qth sequence equivalent EMFs to be 
calculated; and Zq are the qth sequence impedances to be 
calculated. 

 
Fig. 2. The model of a mixed load: a) in the phase coordinates, b) 
Thevenin equivalent circuits for symmetrical components 
 

There are three equations and six unknown quantities in 
(3), i.e. it cannot be solved without three additional 
equations. It is impossible to evaluate the parameters of ML 
equivalent circuits only by means of the measured voltages 
and currents. That is why the authors discarded direct 
symmetrical decomposition. 

In the previous papers [2, 3], the authors proposed the 

model in three-phase coordinates based on the phasors of 
measured voltages and currents, as well as technical 
specifications of circuit elements as an intermediate stage 
for the assessment of voltage unbalance emission. This 
novel method applies the extraction of disturbing parts from 
three-phase equivalent circuits and their subsequent 
substitution with disturbing nodal currents. Only in the final 
stage, the results found in the three-phase coordinates are 
decomposed into symmetrical components. 

A corresponding generalized model for the evaluation of 
DS impact on PQ at a POE is as follows:  
 

(4)   -1

1 1 1

l n mDSk DSi DSjT
disdis disnondis

k i j  

 
   

 
  U A Y J I
  

, 

 

where TA  is the transposed incidence matrix, nondisY  is the 

nodal admittance matrix for nondisturbing elements of the 

power supply system (PSS) equivalent circuit, 
DSi

disJ  is the 
column vector of nodal currents of the disturbing passive 

elements of the disturbing source i; 
DSj

disI  is the column vector 
of nodal currents of the disturbing active elements of the 
disturbing source j; l=m+n is the total number of DSs in the 
PSS. 

The determination of a topology and parameters for the 
equivalent circuit of a generalized passive load without DG 
sources is curried out on the basis of mathematical model (4) 
and POE currents and voltages measured over the basic 
measurement time interval of 10 cycles [26, 27]. The main 
advantage of this group of methods is that they can be 
practically implemented even in an on-line monitoring system 
in contrast to the existing methods. The current paper 
expands the customer’s side models onto distributed 
generation units. 
 

Modelling of a customer’s installation with generating 
units 

Let us consider a linear circuit with sinusoidal state 
parameters. It requires an idealized linear model of a PSS or 
taking into account only fundamental components of voltages 
and currents if the PSS is not linear. We will consider in our 
study those customers’ installations with DG units that cause 
only sinusoidal disturbances like unbalance, voltage 
variations and voltage sags. Such an installation will be 
referred further as a linear customer’s installation 
incorporating distributed generating units (CIDG).  

 
A. Determination of equivalent circuit topology 

The modelled power supply system includes a PCC 
between an upstream power system and a customer’s 
installation incorporating distributed generating units (Fig 3). 
 

~PS

CIDG

PCC
(POE)

~
~

 
 
Fig. 3. A topology of a modelled PSS 
 

The equivalent circuit of this PSS incorporates 
combinations of active and passive components. The general 
diagram of the three-phase four-wire network is given in 
Fig. 4. 
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Let us define the topology of a CIDG equivalent circuit on 
the basis of the matrix transformation of electrical circuits. 
The list of nodal index numbers will start from PS nodes and 
finish with CIDG nodes. Then the node potential equations in 
a matrix form will be as follows: 

(5)    

b

a

b

a

bbba

abaa

I

I

V

V

YY

YY
 , 

where Yaa is the square submatrix with dimensions [a×a], 
which entries correspond to the passive elements of the PS 
equivalent circuit; Ybb is the square submatrix with 
dimensions [(b-a)×(b-a)], which entries correspond to the 

passive elements of the CIDG equivalent circuit; abY  and 

baY  are square submatrices that are transposes of each 

other with dimensions [a×(b-a)] and [(b-a)×a], which entries 
correspond to the CIDG passive elements connecting the 

CIDGs to the PS; aI  is the column vector of nodal currents 
with dimensions [a×1], which corresponds to the active 

elements of the PS equivalent circuit; bI  is the column vector 
of nodal currents with dimensions [(b-a)×1], which 
corresponds to the active elements of the CIDG equivalent 

circuit; aV  and bV  are column vectors of node potentials of 
the PS and CIDG. 

After multiplying matrices in the left part of (5) and solving 
obtained system of equations in relation to the node potential 

submatrix aV , one obtains 

(6)            






 


ekvaekvaaa IIYYV
1

, 

where Yekv is the square matrix with dimensions [a×a], which 
entries correspond to the passive elements of the CIDG 

equivalent circuit; ekvI  is the column vector with dimensions 
[a×1], which entries correspond to the active elements of the 
CIDG equivalent circuit. They defined as follows: 

(7)        babbabekv YYYY 1 ; 

(8)          bbbabekv IYYI 1 . 

Since, there are four nodes between the PS and CIDG 
sides of the equivalent circuit labelled as a-3, a-2, a-1 and a 

(Fig. 4) the matrices Yekv and ekvI  have the following layout: 

(9)            '
ekv

ekv Y0

00
Y  ;

ekv

ekv 
I

0
I . 

All nonzero entries of these matrices form submatrices '
ekvY  

with dimensions [4×4] and 
'

ekvI  with dimensions [4×1]. The 
dimensions of submatrices demonstrate that the CIDG 
equivalent circuit for three-phase four-wire network contains 
four independent nodes and six branches with passive and 
active elements (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. The equivalent circuit of a customer’s installation with 
distributed generating units for three-phase four-wire network 
 

The equivalent circuit for three-phase three-wire network 
contains three nodes between the PS and CIDG sides of a 

PSS. That means the submatricies '
ekvY  and 

'

ekvI  have 

dimensions [3×3] and [3×1] correspondingly. Therefore, the 
CIDG equivalent circuit is to include three independent nodes 
and three branches with active and passive elements (Fig. 6). 

 
B. Determination of equivalent circuit parameters 

Let us define the parameters of the CIDG equivalent 
circuits (Figs. 5, 6). The input data for this task include 
fundamental values of phase-to-phase and phase-to ground 
voltages, as well as phase currents of each installation 
connected to the POE. The basic measurement time 
interval i is 10 cycles of industrial frequency. Within the 
interval, the values of PS and CIDG state parameter are 
supposed to be constant and they alter as compared to the 
previous interval i-1 and following one i+1. The state 
parameters on both the PS and CIDG sides can change 
between time intervals i and i+1 simultaneously. An 
observer is not to be informed about the events and their 
locations on the PS and CIDG sides. 
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Fig. 6. The equivalent circuit of customer’s installation with 
distributed generating units for three-phase three-wire network 

 
In the three-phase four-wire network, there can be 

measured three phase-to-phase voltages UA, UB and UC, 
three phase-to-ground voltages UAB, UBC and UCA, as well as 
three phase currents IA, IB and IC. The following matrix 

 

 
 
Fig. 4. The general equivalent circuit of a power supply system with
separately presented PCC nodes 
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equation relates these state parameters to the equivalent 
circuit parameters 

(10)    J
Y

Y
UUI  


Y

Y . 

The diagonal matrices I, UY and UΔ in (10) include 
measured currents and voltages, thus they are known terms 
of the equation (10) and defined as 

(11)         

C

B

A

I

I

I

00

00
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I ; 

C
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U
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U
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00
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U ; 

CABC
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UU

UU

UU







0

0

0

U . 

The unknown terms in (10) are the admittance diagonal 
matricies YY and YΔ, as well as the matrix of nodal currents J 
of the CIDG equivalent circuit 

(12)     

C

B

A

Y

Y

Y

00

00

00

Y ; 

CACA

BCBC

ABAB

YY

YY

YY

0

0

0

Y ;

C

B

A

J

J

J

00

00

00

J . 

The most of MV networks in former USSR countries 
equipped only with two sets of measuring transformers 
obtaining two phase-to-phase voltages UAB and UCB, as well 
as two phase currents IA and IC. That is why (10) has to be 
rewritten for a three-phase three-wire network as follows: 

(13)              JYUI  , 

where the known terms are the matrices 
C

A

I

I

0

0
I  and 

CBCA

CAAB

UU

UU 
U ; the unknown terms are the matricies 

C

A

J

J

0

0
J  and 

BCCA

CAAB

YY

YY
Y . 

 
Both matrix equations (10) and (13) include two unknown 

terms that means they do not have a solution. Therefore, it is 
impossible to find the parameters of CIDG equivalent circuits 
(Figs. 5, 6) on the basis of the PCC measured currents and 
voltages. The solution can be found by the transformation of 
the complete equivalent circuits of a CIDG according to (7) 
and (8). To perform such a transformation we need to know a 
CIDG configuration and technical specification of all 
elements. Besides, it is necessary to know modules and 
phase angles of EMFs generated by power sources and this 
data must be synchronized with PCC measurements. 
Collecting such data for technical implementation is a 
complex task. It requires approaches and technologies of 
Smart Grid concept [28, 29]. 
 

Conclusion 
The paper offers a conceptually new approach for 

assessment of disturbing emission sources and their 
contributions into PQ deterioration at an arbitrary chosen 
point of evaluation. It allows modelling multiple mixed loads 
even incorporating distributed generation units. The 
proposed solution is applicable for the on-line monitoring of 
disturbing emissions from multiple customers and an 
upstream electrical network.  

There are remarkable advantages of the method as 
compared to the existing methods evaluating contribution of 
disturbing emission sources. Most of them are not 
applicable for the on-line assessment of the consumers’ 
impact on PQ at a POE, some can evaluate only impact of 
a single dominating disturbing source, and almost all of 
them lack proper models for asymmetrical consumers’ 
installations. Those disadvantages have been overcome in 
the proposed study. 

The approach is restricted to linear disturbances 
(voltage unbalance, voltage variations, voltage sags). The 
key feature of the method is a brand new model for 
customers’ installations proposed instead of Thevenin and 
Norton equivalent circuits. It also incorporates distributed 
generation units. In the case of three-phase four-wire 
network, the equivalent circuit of a customer’s installation 
contains four nodes and six branches with passive and 
active elements. In the case of three-phase three-wire 
network, the customer’s installation equivalent circuit 
contains three nodes and three branches with passive and 
active elements. It is not generally enough to have 
measured POE voltages and currents in order to determine 
the equivalent circuit parameters. That is why the solution is 
based on two-staged transformation of electric circuits and 
requires data about the customer installations and upstream 
power network. 
 
List of abbreviations 
CI – customer’s installation 
CIDG – distributed generating units 
DG – distributed generation 
DS – disturbing source 
ML – mixed load 
PCC – point of common coupling 
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PQ – power quality 
PS – upstream power system 
PSS – power supply systems 
VU – voltage unbalance 
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